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Overview This paper discusses the first successful implementation of the Keysight 
Technologies, Inc. N5747A high-power power supply on a customer product –  
a networking board project. At the time of writing, this networking board project 
was an existing project running mass production on a Keysight Medalist i3070 
Series 5 in-circuit tester, requiring a +12 V @ 18 A input power supply.

In the previous setup, 6 x 6624 and 1 x 6642 power supplies were wired in paral-
lel inside the fixture to achieve the +12 V @ 18 A requirement.  

The N5747A is a single-output programmable DC power supply in a compact 
package, capable of driving up to 50 V @ 10 A (500 W). The N5747A power sup-
ply can only be connected to Channel 3 and Channel 4 on the Keysight ASRU-N 
card, or Channel 7 and 8 on the Keysight utility card.

Two N5747A modules were used to replace all the 6624 and 6642 power supplies.  

Figure 1. Keysight N5747A power supply module

The existing fixture and test program were modified slightly to cater for N5747A 
power supplies. Five hundred boards were tested successfully with N5747A 
power supplies.  

Cost-savings in term of power supply module, reduction of fixture wiring effort 
and increased efficiency of the power supply modules will be discussed.

By Tan Beng Chye,  
Technical Marketing Engineer,  
Keysight Technologies
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Project Details

Board type: Networking board (approximately 4000 nodes)

Fixture: Full bank fixture

Tester: Medalist i3070 Series 5 in-circuit tester (ASRU-N) with four modules fully popu-
lated with 12 MHz double density pin cards, installed with four units of 6624 and 
one unit of 6642 power supply modules

Setup: Original setup: Wiring eight output channels across all four 6624 modules and 
6642 module in parallel to achieve +12 V @ 18 A

Module 2
6624
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Channel 8

Module 0
6624

Channel 15
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Module 3
6624

Channel 3
Channel 4

6642
Channel 17

Module 1
6624

Channel 11
Channel 12

+12 V and GND nodes

DUT

Figure 2. Block diagram connections from DUT power supplies 
(6624 and 6642) to board under test.

Existing DUT power supplies calling in testplan with 6624 
and 6642 modules
sps 3, 12.00, 2.00; optimize
sps 4, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 7, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 8, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 11, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 12, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 15, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 16, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
sps 17, 12.10, 2.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
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N5747A Setup
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Figure 3. Block diagram connections from DUT power supplies 
(N5747A) to board under test.

Two modules of N5747A power supply were installed into the support bay. A 
new power supply monster cable was required to handle the higher current 
capability of the N5747A power supply. For simplicity, thicker core wires were 
used in the new power supply monster cable.

New DUT power supplies calling in testplan with  
N5747A modules
sps 11, 12.00, 10.00; optimize
sps 12, 12.10,   8.00; optimize   ! power supply increased due to parallel supply
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The Keysight 3070 software on the customer’s tester was upgraded from revi-
sion 08.00p to 08.20p. New syntax for N5747A power supply was implemented 
in 08.20p, with module pin assignment enhanced to assign wiring resources 
for N5747A automatically.  In this way, the fixture vendor could continue to 
fabricate and wire up the fixture and power supply resources correctly based on 
the fixture file.

Minor modification was done to the existing fixture to accommodate for the new 
N5747A power supplies. On the ASRU-N card, four additional BRC resources 
on the second row of pins were allocated for each of Channel 3 and Channel 
4 outputs. On the ASRU-C card, we had six BRC resources (Low, Low, High, 
High, Sense-Low and Sense-High) for each channel. The additional four BRC 
resources (Low, Low, High and High) were to handle the extra current involved 
for N5747A.

N5747A Setup (continued)

Additional 4 BRC resources for  
Channel 3 and 4 outputs of ASRU-N card

ASRU-N card in Module 1

Figure 4. Fixture Consultant view with 2 x N5747A power supplies declared in Module 1.
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Results

With the new setup of the 08.20p software, N5747A power supplies, fixture and 
test program modification, 500 boards were tested and all boards managed to 
power up as normal; no power related failure was found.

All 500 boards passed the functional test station as well.

Cost comparison The table below shows the cost comparison between the various power supply 
modules available for the Keysight Medalist 3070 and i3070 tester series. 
Depending on board configuration and power requirement, it can be more cost 
effective to purchase one module of N5747A versus two modules of 6624.

Table 1. Cost comparison of different power supply modules.
Power supply model Cost of power supply module only (in USD)

6624A, 4 x outputs Approximately $6500
6642A, single high current Approximately $2800
6621A, dual high current Approximately $4800
6634B, single high voltage Approximately $2800
N5747A, high power 500 W Approximately $7900

Based on this particular project, power supply cost saving of over $10,000 could 
be achieved.

Power efficiency Most customers will have 6624 power supply installed in their 3070 Series 5 
testers, connecting all 4 outputs to the 4 channels of the ASRU-N. By upgrading 
with the N5747A power supply to Channel 3 and/or Channel 4, the existing 6624 
connections on Channel 3 and 4 would have to be moved over and connected to 
Channels 5 and 6. In this way, the customer could continue to make use of their 
capital investment, utilizing all 6 channel outputs on the ASRU-N card.

 supplies hp6624 1 to 2 asru channels 1 to 2
 supplies ps5747 17 asru channels 3
 supplies ps5747 18 asru channels 4
 supplies hp6624 3 to 4 asru channels 5 to 6 

Reduction of fixture  
wiring effort

From Figures 2 and 3, it is clearly shown that the fixture wiring for power 
supplies is greatly reduced, from complex wiring of nine power supplies wired 
in parallel to simpler wiring of two power supplies. This greatly reduced the 
chances of wrong power supplies wiring, and would be definitely easier to 
troubleshoot if there was any error in the wiring.
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Summary: Benefits of the N5747A Power Supply

1. The N5747A power supply can drive up to 50 V @ 10 A, 500 W

2. The N5747A will be connected to Channel 3 or 4 of the ASRU-N card or to 
Channel 7 and/or 8 of the Utility card

3. With N5747A upgrade to Channel 3 or 4, the existing four outputs from a 6624 
power supply can be connected to Channel 1, 2, 5 and 6 on the ASRU-N card

4. A new power supply monster cable is used to handle the higher current rating

Conclusions

The first manufacturing-environment project utilizing the Keysight N5747A 
power supply was successfully implemented. Results show great reliability and 
flexibility of the N5747A power supply. It is definitely a viable option for manu-
facturers looking for power supply with better performances for their Medalist 
i3070 Series 5 tester, and to improve their overall power efficiency.

For more details on N5747A power supply, please refer to the data sheet  
available online: 
http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/5989-1330EN.pdf

http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/5989-1330EN.pdf
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